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Two transformational CEOs we at VISION have worked with took a huge hit
recently. The hit was self-inflicted and, disappointingly, came after they each had
done the hard work of developing with their respective senior teams a
transformational strategy that could change the competitive game of their two
different industries. Following VISION’S advice, these two CEOs each spent
several weeks with their teams to find what it was about their work that had
originally inspired them, what they still loved doing, and what business activity
would get them up in the morning to work long hours rebuilding the company.
Each CEO had found a way to revive and modernize an older way of working that
seemed a relic of the past but, suitably modernized, would inspire the people in
the company and their customers. One of the practices would bring much greater
speed to the delivery of service. The other would increase the levels of trust with
customers. They knew that making these ways of doing business central again
would require a huge culture change and a new ethos. But they also were clear
that the change would also make their companies market leaders.
Execution and its Discontents
In the afterglow of the what-if analysis that led to the formulation of the
new strategy, both CEOs gave their senior teams a simple responsibility: Figure
out how to make it happen over the next three years while hitting the numbers
already promised to the bankers. As often happens after strategy formation, the
execution plan comes to seem impossible. One by one, each of the managers
came back to tell the CEO that he or she could not make the changes while hitting
the numbers. Both CEOs knew that their senior managers were wrong. They also
knew that successful execution of the strategy they wanted would require
ingenuity, tough trade-offs, and fierce insistence on change.
At this point the two CEOs made the identical mistake. And they did it in
the exact same way. They put their vision and strategy up for a vote among their
direct reports.
They laid out before their teams the original transformational strategy and
then another one that promised only incremental change and an incremental
reward. They asked their teams to vote on which one to support. When we
asked them why they did this, they both said that they wanted their teams to
choose the dream strategy voluntarily. They reasoned that if their senior team
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members voted for the visionary strategy the CEO favored, they would support it
fiercely and become leaders in their own right.
The trouble is putting anything up for a vote turns people into deliberators,
not hard-driving change agents. And, of course, a sensible team who sees its CEO
put a transformational strategy up for a vote should vote against it. Worse, the
direct reports interpreted the act of putting the strategy up for a vote as a loss of
the CEOs own commitment to the strategy. Lastly, the two CEOs severely
damaged the trust he and she had cultivated because the managers saw the vote
as a maneuver to shift blame for any failure of the strategy to them.
The Leader’s Unconditional Commitment
Although one might think that putting a visionary strategy up for a vote is
rare, it happens fairly frequently. It is one of the major causes of the death of
transformational strategies. For sure, there is no getting around the fact that
organizational transformation asks a lot of people. For the CEO and his or her
direct reports, execution of the strategy will require long working weeks,
terminating old colleagues who are not up for the change, jeopardizing marriages,
risking salary and bonuses, and making unpleasant personal transformations.
Additionally, senior managers will have to give up some of their own familiar,
comfortable management practices. Senior managers and others in the
organization will only do that for one reason—because they are moved and
amazed by their leader’s unconditional commitment to the transformation. They
see their chief executive showing the courage and will to risk a balanced life,
friendships, marriage, money—and even a reputation. They see, in short,
religion. That is what makes them become the followers the chief executive
needs rather than the division leaders running their fiefdoms and worrying about
their careers.
If the transformation works, the money follows, but at the start the risk
always seems too great. When the leader’s senior team pushes back against the
transformational strategy, as they often will (even the personally closest to the
CEO), the CEO must stand resolutely by their commitment to the strategy. That
gives them the commanding presence they need to coach, rebuke, and cajole
their senior team members to stick with them. Frequently, CEOs simply have to
roll up their sleeves and show a senior team member how it is possible to make
the changes.
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Why CEOs Go Wrong
So why do CEOs so easily lose their way when their senior team resists their
leadership? First, many leaders achieve their position because they are good at
seeking and getting approval. They work their way up to the top by wanting to be
loved, and when they get to the chief executive position, they tacitly expect to be
unconditionally loved. When a transformational CEO finds that he or she has to
put their transformational strategy above friendship, above senior team approval,
above home life, and above the easy authority that comes from expertise at the
old way of managing, it is lonely. A strategy, after all, does not love you back.
Hence, they want their team to share in holding the unconditional love of the
visionary strategy. Second, the world is awash in literature that tells CEOs that
transformation is easy because it is a natural opportunity for leaders to be
authentic or because humility will see them through. But biographical accounts
and even business school cases remove many of the warts.
Both of the CEOs who put their visionary strategy up for a vote said, “The
change should be easier than their senior team let on.” They honestly believed
that this “should be” so. And maybe it should be, but it is not. Transformations
succeed not because the chief executive receives the unconditional love of his or
her senior team but because of his or her unconditional commitment to the new
way of working and competing. That unconditional commitment is what
transforms most of their senior managers into the apostles the chief executive,
the strategy, the business, and the world need.
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